T11 Report to September T10 Plenary

• T11 met on August 5 in Rochester, MN
  • 80 in attendance from 65 organizations
  • 75 Member Organizations

• NCITS Actions
  • FC-MI Project Proposal Approved
  • Sm-LL-V Project Proposal not approved (format)
  • 10KCR, HIPPI6400-SC, FC-PH-DAM-2 returned as the ANSI Pre-edits were not included in
    the draft that was voted upon

• TG actions
  • SCSI on ST project proposal did not carry; recommendation that this be carried to T10.
  • MJS Rev 10 forwarded to NCITS for 1 PR
  • HSPI Rev 5.1 forwarded to NCITS for 1 PR.
  • SM-LL-V project proposal forwarded after modification
  • FC-PH-DAM-2 (revised to T11/99-098v2) forwarded to NCITS
  • FC-AV project proposal revised from Standard to NCITS TR

• Next meeting Oct 4-8 in Ft. Lauderdale, FL